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Abstract 
Consider a class ~ of closed 2-cell embeddings on a closed surface F 2, allowed to have 
multiple dges, such that for an embedding G E cg, each embedding which has G as a minor is 
also an element of c£. In this paper, we shall show that for any closed surface F 2, there exists 
a natural number N~(F 2) such that any two elements G, G' E cd with ]E(G)I = ]E(G~)] >/N,~(F 2) 
are connected in cg by a sequence of the local transformations. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved 
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I .  In t roduct ion  
In this paper, we deal with loopless graphs, allowed to have multiple edges. Let 
f :G-- -~F 2 be a map of a graph G into a closed surface F 2. We call f (G)  an em- 
bedding on F 2 and G itself an abstract graph. Even if two different embeddings have 
the same abstract graph, they are regarded as distinct. In this paper, since we only 
consider graphs which have already been embedded in closed surfaces, we shall write 
G for f (G) .  We denote the vertex set, the edge set and the face set of an embedding 
G by V(G), E(G) and F(G), respectively. An embedding G on a closed surface F 2 
is called a closed 2-cell embedding if each face of G is bounded by a cycle. 
Let G be a closed 2-cell embedding on a closed surface F 2 and e E E(G). Since G is 
a closed 2-cell embedding, e is shared by two distinct faces, say f and g. Suppose that 
fUg  has the boundary walk u1/)2 .. . /) n and that e joins U i and % Since G is loopless, 
i C j .  The edge-slide of e is a local transformation on G which removes e= viv/ and 
adds an edge vivj+l (i ¢ j+  1) in fUg .  We do not apply the edge-slide of e when it 
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Fig. 1. An edge-slide and a P2-B2 exchange. 
yields a face whose boundary is not a cycle. However, we allow that a closed 2-cell 
embedding has multiple edges. This operation preserves both the number of vertices 
and that of edges. See the upper operation in Fig. 1. 
When VOVl...vk is a path of length k in G such that degG(vi) = 2 for i = 1 .... .  k -1 ,  
we call the path a k-path of degree 2. When el,e2 .. . . .  ek are the edges of G joining 
the same pair of vertices uch that ei U ei+l forms a cycle of length 2 bounding a face 
for i=  1 .. . . .  k -  1, we call el U ... Uek a k-bond. We denote a k-path of degree 2 
and a k-bond by Pk and B~, respectively. The P2-B2 exchange is to replace a 2-path 
of degree 2 with a 2-bond, or replace a 2-bond with a 2-path in G, fixing its ends. (In 
particular, we use the terminology 'a B2-P2 exchange' when we replace B2 with P2.) 
Both P2-B2 and B2-P2 exchanges preserve the number of edges. However, they change 
the number of vertices and that of faces, but preserve the total number of vertices and 
faces. See the lower operation in Fig. 1. 
An edge-slide applied to an embedding G operates in the dual G* as also an edge- 
slide. On the other hand, a P2-B2 exchange operates in G* as a B2-P2 exchange. 
In this paper, we shall discuss whether or not, for a given closed surface F 2, two 
closed 2-cell embeddings G and G' on F 2 with the same number of edges can be 
transformed into each other by a sequence of edge-slides and P2-B2 exchanges, through 
closed 2-cell embeddings on F 2. Moreover, we also consider whether two embeddings 
can be transformed by the two operations through a specified class of embeddings if
the two embeddings are contained in the class. 
Let G be an embedding on a closed surface F 2 and e E E(G). The contraction of e 
(or contracting e) is to shrink e to one point on F 2 until the two ends of e coincide. 
An embedding H is called a minor of G and denoted by H<<,mG if H is obtained 
from G by a sequence of contractions and deletions of edges. The embedding obtained 
from G by contracting e (deleting e, resp.) is denoted by G/e (G - e,* resp.). 
Let c~ be a class of closed 2-cell embeddings on F 2 such that if G C ~, then H E 
for any embedding H with H>~mG. We call such a class the upward-closed class on 
F 2. The property of an upward-closed class cg is preserved by the additions of edges 
(i.e., the inverse of deletion of an edge) and the vertex-splittings(i.e., the inverse of 
contraction of an edge). 
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Let % be an upward-closed class of closed 2-cell embeddings on F 2. Two elements 
G ,G '~ % are said to be ~-equivalent o each other (under edge-slides and ~ B: 
exchanges) and denoted by G ~/, G' if there exists a sequence G Go, G~ . . . . .  G,, = G' 
such that G~ C (~ for each i and that G,+l can be obtained from G~ by either an edge- 
slide or a ~-B2 exchange, for i = 0 . . . . .  n - 1. 
The following is our main theorem. 
Theorem 1. For an), closed st#Jhce F 2 and any upward-closed c&ss ~ of  closed 
2-cell embeddings on F 2, there exists a natural number N~.(F 2) such that any two 
elements G .G '~ with I E (G) [ - ]E (G ' ) I> .Nz(F  2) are %-equivah, nt to each other 
(ureter edge-slides and ~-B2 exehan¢les), up to homeomorphism. 
Let G be a closed 2-cell embedding. Then the dual G* of G is also a closed 
2-cell embedding with ]E(G)I = IE(G*)]. Thus, if G has a sufficiently large number 
of vertices, then it follows from Theorem 1 that G can be transformed into G* by 
a sequence of edge-slides and P2-B2 exchanges, through closed 2-cell embeddings. 
Moreover, if G and G* are contained in a common upward-closed class %, then they 
are ~-equivalent to each other. 
An edge-slide is clearly necessary to transform two embeddings in (6 since P,_-B2 
exchanges can be applied only when the embeddings have B2 or ~.  Also, a P , -  
B 2 exchange cannot be omitted since an edge-slide preserves the number of  vertices. 
So, two embeddings in ~' with the same number of edges but with different number 
of vertices cannot be transformed into each other only by edge-slides. However, if 
we assume IV(G)] =]V(G ' )  I in Theorem 1 in addition to ]E(G)] = IE(G')], we can 
transform the two embeddings without Pz--B2 exchanges. 
Theorem 2. For any closed surjktce F 2 and an); upward-closed class (6 o/ ch)sed 2-cell 
embeddin,qs on F 2, there exists a pair ~!/ natural numbers G, (F ~) and Er,(F2) such 
that an)' two elements G, G' E (6 with [V(G)] = IV(G')I ~> V,¢,(F 2) and IE(G)] = ]E(G' )1 
>~E~,,(F 2) are ~6-equivalent to each other under only edge-slides, up to homeomor- 
phism. 
Now we consider examples of upward-closed classes of embeddings. Let F 2 be 
a closed surface other than the sphere and 7 a closed curve on F 2 which does not 
bound a 2-cell on F 2. The representativity r(G) of an embedding G on F 2 is de- 
fined as the minimum number of IGN7] for all 5' [11]. (The representativity cannot 
be defined for the sphere.) The representativity is sometimes called the jace-width of 
embeddings. Now, let -Jk be a class of  2-connected embeddings on F 2 with repre- 
sentativity k ~>2. (It is easy to see that G is a closed 2-cell embedding if and only if 
G is 2-connected and r(G)~>2.) Then, .ix. is obviously an upward-closed class on F 2 
since the representativity at least k is preserved by the additions of edges and vertex- 
splittings. 
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We can also create many other theorems by assigning concrete classes to cg in 
Theorems 1 and 2. The followings are examples of properties of upward-closed 
classes. 
(i) An embedding has a path (or cycle) whose length is at least k, 
(ii) An embedding has at least k distinct spanning trees, 
(iii) An embedding has at least k pairwise disjoint cycles, 
(iv) An embedding has at least k pairwise homotopic disjoint cycles. 
Note that (i)-( i i i)  are properties of abstract graphs, that is, they are independent of their 
embeddings. On the other hand, the representativity and (iv) depend on the embed- 
ding chosen. For distinct upward-closed classes cgl . . . . .  (~9 m on the same closed surface, 
c~1 N • • • N cgm is also an upward-closed class, and hence some of the above examples 
can be combined to form a new upward-closed class. 
Readers might want to estimate how large N~(F 2) is, and want to ask whether such 
a lower bound of the number of edges is really needed. However, we can say nothing 
unless cg is fixed, but we can answer for cgt consisting of all closed 2-cell embedding 
on a closed surfaces. For the first question, we can actually bound N~,(F 2). For the 
second question, for a small n, there is a pair of closed 2-cell embeddings on the toms 
with n edges which cannot be transformed by edge-slides and P2-B2 exchanges. The 
details will be described in the final section. 
In [8], it was shown that for any closed surface F 2, there is a natural number N such 
that any two triangulations on F 2 (i.e., embeddings in which each face is triangular) 
with n ~>N vertices can be transformed into each other by diagonal flips, up to home- 
omorphism. In [3,4], the similar fact was shown to hold for quadrangulations (i.e., 
embeddings in which each face is quadrilateral), where we use two transformations 
called a diagonal slide and a diagonal rotation instead of a diagonal flip for triangula- 
tions. These theorems dealing with triangulations and quadrangulations have also been 
extended to hold under the condition 'up to isotopy' [6]. Moreover, as in this paper, 
it has been shown that for any closed surface F 2 and a property P such that if T 
is a triangulation satisfying P, then any triangulation contractible to T also satisfies 
P, there exists a natural number np(F 2) such that any two triangulations G and G ~ 
with IV(G)I = IV(G')I >~np(F 2) can be transformed into each other by a sequence of 
diagonal flips. 
In this paper, we shall deal with upward-closed classes of closed 2-cell embeddings, 
not restricting embeddings to be triangulations or quadrangulations. 
2. Proof of the theorems 
In order to prove our main theorem, we shall give several lemmas. In this section, we 
denote a closed surface by F 2, and an upward-closed class of closed 2-cell embeddings 
on F 2 by c~. 
An embedding G is said to be Cg-minimal if G E c£ and H ~ cg for any minor H of 
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Fig. 2. Moving parallel edges by edge-slides. 
G. By the theory established by Robertson and Seymour [10], it is well known that 
every infinite sequence of graphs includes a pair of  graphs in which one is a minor of  
the other. The following also holds. 
Lemma 3. For any closed surface F 2 and an upward-closed class W on F 2, there 
exist only finitely many Cg-minimal embeddings on F 2, up to homeomorphism. 
Let G E W and e EE(G).  Consider an embedding T obtained from G by adding an 
edge, say e', to be parallel to e so that the endpoints of  e' coincide with those of e 
and that e U e' forms a cycle of length 2 bounding a face. In this case, we say that e ~ 
is placed along e. Note that both T - e and T - e' are isomorphic to G. 
Lemma 4. Let GEW, and e,e' EE(G). Let T (T', resp.) be the embedding on F 2 
obtained from G by replacing e (e ~, resp. ) with B2. Then T and T' are W-equivalent 
to each other under only edge-slides. 
Proof. It suffices to show that an edge placed along some edge can be carried on 
any edge by edge-slides, preserving the property W. We can do this by repeating the 
operation shown in Fig. 2. Notice that each embedding in the sequence is in W since 
deleting one edge yields G. [] 
Lemma 5. Let G E W, and e, e' E E(G). Let T (T ~, resp. ) be the embedding on F 2 
obtained.from G by replacing e (e ~, resp. ) with P2. Then T and T' are W-equivalent 
to each other under only edge-slides. 
Proof. Take the duals of  embeddings in Fig. 2. [] 
Let G E W. Let G + Pm + B,, be the embedding obtained from G by replacing two 
edges with Pm+l and Bn+l, respectively. It is clear that IE(G+Pm+B,,)I = IE(G)l+m+n. 
Moreover, G + Pm + B,, E W since G +Pm + B~ >~rnG and G E W. Depending on our 
choice of edges replaced with Pm+l and Bn+l, we can obtain various embeddings from 
G. However, all of them are W-equivalent to one another by edge-slides, by Lemmas 4 
and 5. So, the notation G +Pm +B, stands for a unique embedding, up to W-equivalence. 
Lemma 6. Let G, T E W. I f  G >~mT, then G is W-equivalent to T + Pm+ Bn under only 
edge-slides, where m = IV(G)I - [V(T)I and n = [E(G)[ - I E (T ) [  - m. 
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Proof. Let G = Go, Gl, G2,..., Gk = T be a sequence of closed 2-cell embeddings uch 
that G~ E cg for each i and that G~+~ is obtained from Gi by either the contraction 
or the deletion of  one edge for 0 ~< i <k-  1. Since Go is a closed 2-cell embedding, 
e EE(Go) is shared by precisely two faces, say f and g. Let vlv2...vt be the walk 
bounding f U g in G. We may suppose that e joins vl and t,~ with i # 1, and that Gi 
is isomorphic to either Go/e or Go-  e. 
We first consider the case when Gi = Go/e. Since G~ C ~, GI has no loop, and hence 
vi # v2, vl in Go. Let Vg+l, v t, vi-I,xl . . . . .  Xh be the neighbors of vi lying in cyclic order. 
Now, replace v~vi_l with vlvi-i and replace v~x/ with vlxj for j=  1 . . . . .  h by edge- 
slides, in this order. Notice that in each embedding in the sequence of edge-slides, 
the contraction of  the edge vlv~ yields GI, and hence each embedding is in ~ since 
G1 E c¢. The resulting embedding has the vertex vi of degree 2, and is isomorphic to 
Gt with the edge vlvi+j replaced with ~.  Thus, Go ~ Gl +P i .  
Secondly we consider the case when G1 = Go - e. In this case, the boundary of  f U g 
forms a cycle. Thus, applying edge-slides to e (fixing one endpoint), we can carry e 
along an edge in the boundary cycle of  f U g, without breaking the properties of (g. 
Thus, Go ~,~ G1 + B1. 
Thus, we conclude that if G ~> ~ T, then we have that 
G~,  T+P1, +" '+P I+BI+" '+BI ,  
117 l l  
where m and n are the number of contractions and deletions of edges in the sequence 
from G to T. Therefore, by Lemmas 4 and 5, G ~,  T +Pm + B,, with m = I V(G)I - 
IV(T)I and n= IE(G)I - IE(T)I - m. [] 
Now we shall show our main theorems. 
Proof  of Theorem 2. By Lemma 3, the set of  ~-minimal embeddings on F 2 is finite, up 
to homeomorphism, and let {GI . . . . .  GI} be the finite set. Draw Gi . . . . .  Gl together on 
F 2, put a vertex on each intersection of  edges, and let H = Gi U • .. U GI. Now we put 
Vz(F 2) = ] V(H)] and E,e,(F2) = [E(H)[. Then, for each i, since Gi <mH, by Lemma 6, 
m~r, Gi +Pv, +as,, where V~,(F2) = [V(Gi)[ + Vi and E~,(F2)= [E(Gi)I +E i  + V,. 
Let GE~ such that [V(G)] = V~,(F 2) + p and [E(G)[ =E,r,(F 2) + q with p,q>,O. 
Since G has one of Gi , . . . ,  Gi as its minor, we may suppose that G ~>mGk without loss 
of  generality. Then, by Lemmas 4-6 ,  
G ~ Gk + P~.~+p +BEk+q 
"~*r, G~. + Pv~ + BEx + Pp + Bq 
~ G1 + Ph + BEI + Pp + Bq 
~,~ G1 + Pvl+p + BEI+q. 
I f  G 'E  c~ with [V(G)I = I V(G')[ with [E(G)I = [E(G')[, then similarly to the case of 
G, G ~ can be expressed by using G1. Therefore, G ~,~ G ~. [] 
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Fig. 3. A closed 2-cell embedding of K~ on the torus. 
Proof  of Theorem 1. Let G E Z. Observe that G+BI  ,~.~ G+P~ by a ~-B2 exchange. 
Thus, we have that G +Pm + B,, ~ .  G + P,,, + B,, i + Bi ~,~ G + P,,, + B._ i + Pi ~ 
G + P,.+I + B,,_ i ~ ,  "'" ~ G + P., ..... Therefore. in the proof of Lemma 6, we can 
use, instead of G + P., + B., the notation G + B,,,... Similarly to Theorem 2, wc can 
show the theorem. 
Mimicking the method used in [6], one can easily show Theorems 1 and 2 with the 
condition 'up to homeomorphism' replaced with 'up to isotopy'. In this paper, we omit 
the details. 
3. Remarks 
Let c64 be the set of  all closed 2-cell embeddings on a closed surface F 2 other than 
the sphere. Clearly, ~ is upward-closed. In this section, we first show that there is a 
pair G, G 'E  ~'  on the torus with 9 edges which are not ~'-equivalent by edge-slides 
and P2-B2 exchanges. Secondly, we estimate N,~,,(F 2) in Theorem 1. 
A closed 2-cell embedding G is called minor-minimal if for any e C E(G), both 
G/e and G-e  are not closed 2-cell embeddings. The minor-minimal closed 2-cell 
embeddings on the toms have been determined by the author [5]. We can conclude, by 
the list, that for any integer k ~> 8, there is at least one closed 2-cell embedding on the 
toms with exactly k edges. See the closed 2-cell embedding T shown in Fig. 3, which 
is isomorphic to 1£3,3 as an abstract graph. (In Fig. 3, the vertices with the same label 
should be identified to obtain the toms.) Any edge-slide yields a face whose boundary 
is not a cycle since all vertices of  T appear on each face boundary. Moreover, any 
P~-B~ exchange cannot be applied to T since it has neither parallel edges nor a vertex 
of degree 2. Thus, T cannot be transformed into any other closed 2-cell embedding by 
edge-slides and &-B2 exchanges. Therefore, we have N,/, ,(T2)~> 10 for the toms T 2 
although there are closed 2-cell embeddings on the toms with less than 10 edges. 
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Now we estimate N~,(F 2) in Theorem 1. The result in [7] implies the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 7 (Nakamoto and Ota [7]). Let G be a minor-minimal c osed 2-cell embed- 
ding on F 2. Then 
IE(G)I ~ 308 - 187z(F 2), 
where z(F 2) denotes the Euler characteristic of F 2. 
The paper [7] has focused on the number of vertices of irreducible triangulations and 
quadrangulations, where 'irreducible' means minimal with respect o some reductions 
defined for triangulations and quadrangulations. Irreducible bipartite quadrangulations 
have a close connection with minor-minimal closed 2-cell embeddings, via the notion 
of the radial graphs [1]. For details, the reader is referred to [5]. 
Let G1 and G2 be two embeddings on a closed surface F 2. Define the crossing num- 
ber of G1 and G2, denoted by cr(Gl, G2), to be the minimum number of intersections 
of Gl and G2 when Gl and G2 are embedded in F 2 simultaneously. That is, 
cr(G1, G2)= min{lGi f'qh(G2)l: h is a homeomorphism of F2}. 
Let S,j be an orientable closed surface of genus O >/1, and let Nk be a nonorientable 
closed surface of crosscap number k. 
Theorem 8 (Negami [9]). I f  Gl and G2 are embeddings on Sy (Nk, resp.), then 
cr(G1, G2) <~ 40" [E(GI )l" [E(G2)I, 
cr(Gl, Ge)<~4k. ]E(GI)I. IE(G2)I - 
Now we consider how N~J,(F 2) is fixed. We could follow the proof of Theorem 2, 
but in order to get a better estimate for N~,(F 2), we prefer to proceed as follows. 
Let {GI,.. . ,GI} be the finite set of C£-minimal embeddings on F 2, up to homeo- 
morphism. For any i and j ( i< j ) ,  let Hij = Gi tA Gj such that IE(Hij)] is minimal. By 
Lemma 6, since Gi <~m Hij and Gj ~m Hi j, there are two natural numbers ni and nj 
such that 
Gi + B,~ ~,  Gj --}- B,j .~  Hi j, 
where [E(Gi)I + ni = IE(Gj)I + nj = [E(HiDI. Moreover, if we let 
N~(F 2) = max IE(/-/,s)l, 
then, by Lemma 6, there exist l natural numbers N~ .. . . .  Art such that 
GI + BN~ ~(~ G2 + BN2 ~6' " " " ~ Gt + BN~, 
where IE(Gi)] + Ni=N~(F z) for i=1  . . . . .  1. Using the above ~'-equivalence, 
Theorem 1 can be proved similarly to the proof of Theorem 2 in the previous ection. 
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Now we shall estimate N~c,(S,I) and N,~,(Nk). Observe that each of N~c,(S,/) and 
N,c,(Nk) is equal to max/</IE(G, A G/) I for minor-minimal c osed 2-cell embeddings 
Gt . . . . .  G/ on S,J or N~. If Gi and Gi have p intersections in Gi u Gi, then IE(Gi U G/)] 
IE(G,.)[ + IE(G/)I +2p. By Theorems 7 and 8, we can obtain the following estimates: 
N~ (S,j) = ma x IE(Gi U G/)I 
t <1 
~< (374g - 66) + (374g - 66) + 2.4g(374g - 66)(374g - 66) 
= 1119008g 3 - 394944g 2 + 35596g - 132, 
N,¢(Nk) = max IE(Gi U G/)I 
i</ 
~< (187k-  66) + (187k-  66) + 2 .4k(187k-  66) (187k-  66) 
= 279752k 3 - 197472k 2 + 35222k - 132. 
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